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1

INTRODUCTION

In today’s demand driven, omni-channel world a well-designed supply chain
network can considerably support expansion into new markets and enhance the
customer experience (Pickett 2013, pp. 30). It can also significantly improve
margins and reduce operating costs. The number and locations of plants and
warehouses is a critical factor in the success of any supply chain. Some experts
suggest that 80 % of the costs of the supply chain are locked in with the location
of the facilities and the determination of optimal flows of product between them
(Wattson et al. 2012, pp. 1).

Increasing customer expectations, rising costs and more intense competitive
pressures are driving the development of the new supply chain strategies and
complex network designs. That increasing complexity is one of the main reasons
why supply chain networks need to be frequently re-evaluated. (Pickett 2013, pp.
30)

Case company is trying to increase sales and expand into new markets in Asia. In
company’s growth strategy Asia has been chosen as a focus area and target is to
quadruple the sales before 2020. One brand is already selling products via own
small distribution centers, outlets and shop-in-shops in Japan, Taiwan and South
Korea. Two other main brands are using local importers/distributors in Asian area.
The biggest countries at the moment are Japan, Taiwan and South Korea and in
the future business plans China will be one of the main markets in Asia.

First steps have been already taken and company has established a new sales
region in Asia to support sales growth. Sales region is responsible of the sales of
all brands in the Asian area and one of the first targets is to turn down the local
importers network and take sales into own hands in the main countries. It is
identified that the supply chain network needs to be re-designed soon to support
selected growth strategy in Asia. Current network is designed to support only one
brand and distribution centers are relatively small so continuing with current set-
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up would be very challenging. Because of this the company has set the target to
re-design and establish the new distribution network within next two years in Asia
that supports the strategy.

Case company decided to launch a distribution network concept project to identify
markets requirements and study possible network options. This is the company’s
first step to create an efficient supply chain into Asia. Main goal of this project
was to identify best possible supply chain network structure to support sales by
using 2014 - 2020 sales plans. This Master’s Thesis was part of the concept
project and focusing mainly on network design and modeling.

1.1

Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to examine distribution network designs and
modeling practices and create a framework to identify best possible distribution
network structure for the case company. The main research question for this study
is: How to optimize case company’s distribution network in terms of customer
needs and costs? The main questions can be divided into smaller sub-questions in
order to find the solution. These sub-questions are:


What is the needed customer service level?



What kind of distribution network can answer the company’s needs?



How to measure cost in distribution network modeling study?



How to control material flows in the selected distribution network model?



How to take account the carbon emissions in distribution network study?

Main purpose of this study is to solve case company’s distribution network
problem but at the same time target is to define clear and simple framework for
future distribution network studies. Prerequisite to solve main research question is
to clearly understand needed customer service level, supply chain costs and
available distribution network options.
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In order to get more reliable results target is to understand how to control material
flows in different distribution networks options to understand complexity of the
solutions. Case company also wants to understand environmental impacts of the
distribution network, which means that carbon emissions need to be added to
evaluation criteria’s. It is also needed to define clear and simple decision-making
model to evaluate different network options.

Important part of the study is to test all possible network solutions for robustness.
This practice is commonly known as sensitivity analysis. Idea is to ensure that an
assumption made in one model input is not dramatically altering the resultant
savings and network recommendations within the solution (Watson et al. 2012, p.
77).

1.2

Limitations

This study focuses on finding a solution to case company’s Asian distribution
network structure by taking account the business environment limitations. Case
study will cover inbound logistic from suppliers to Asian distribution centers and
outbound logistic from distribution centers to Asian customers.

Network calculations will be made by using company’s high level sales forecast
for years 2014 - 2020. Supply chain cost estimates will be based on company’s
historical data and cost estimates from several 3PL’s.

1.3

Research method

Distribution network design process/framework will be based on the literature
research. Latest articles and books will be used to understand distribution network
designs, supply chain cost and network optimization.

Customer service requirements have been collected and identified by interviewing
company’s customer service representatives. Cost estimates for distribution
network have been collected from several 3PL’s. General objective is to produce a
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solution through options and evaluation of the options. Comparison and analysis
of different options should bring more support to the findings than evaluation of a
single option.

1.4

Structure of the study

This master’s thesis follows the very basic formula. Thesis consists of two main
parts: theoretical and empirical. Totally there are seven different chapters and
inputs and outputs of each chapter have been presented in figure 1. The inputs
mean what are the key sources of information for the study and outputs mean
what are the relevant key findings for other chapters.

Figure 1. The structure of the thesis.

First 3 chapters are theoretical part. The purpose of these chapters is to provide
understanding and tools for the further analysis of distribution network design and
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for developing recommendations for the case company. The empirical part of the
thesis describes the distribution network design process, results of the case study
and analysis of the results, and finally, conclusions and recommendations for the
case company.
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2
UNDERSTANDING BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS OF
SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORK DESIGN
In this first theoretical chapter target is to understand basic building blocks of the
supply chain network design. Chapter starts from the supply chain and supply
chain management definition to understand what this is all about. Anyhow the
main point is to understand normal supply chain strategic options and how firm’s
strategic decisions affects to supply chain network design. After that chapter
identifies the different supply chain network design phases and the key
distribution network components that need to be taken into account during
distribution network design project.

2.1

What is supply chain and supply chain management?

The terms “supply chain” and “supply chain management” arose in the late 1980s
and terms came into widespread use in the 1990s (Hugos 2011). Here are some
basic definitions of a supply chain:

“Supply chain is the alignment of firms that bring products or services to
market” –From Lambert, Stock and Ellram (1998)

“A supply chain consists of all parties involved, directly or indirectly, in
fulfilling a customer request. The supply chain includes not only the
manufacturers and suppliers, but also transporters, warehouses, retailers,
and even customers themselves” – From Chopra & Meindl (2013, pp. 13)

As these definitions explained the typical supply chain normally consists of
following stages:



Component or raw material suppliers



Manufacturers



Wholesalers and distributors



Retailers
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Customers

Each stage in supply chain is connected through the flow of products, information
and funds as seen in figure 2. These flows often occur in both directions and are
managed by one of the stages or an intermediary. (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp. 14)

Figure 2. Supply chain Stages. (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp. 15)

After these supply chain definitions it is possible to define supply chain
management as the things the company do to influence the behavior and results of
the supply chain. Few definitions of supply chain management are:

“Supply chain management is the coordination of production, inventory,
location and transportation among the participants in a supply chain to
achieve the best mix of responsiveness and efficiency for the market being
served.” –From Hugos (2011)

“Supply chain management is a set of approaches used to efficiently
integrate suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses and stores so that
merchandise is produced and distributed at the right quantities, to the
right location and the right time in order to minimize system wide cost
while satisfying service level requirements.” From Simchi-Levi, Kaminsky
& Simchi-Levi (2004)
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These supply chain management definitions leads to few key observations. First,
supply chain management takes into consideration every facility impact on cost
and plays a role in making the product conform to customer requirements.
Second, the objective of supply chain management is to be cost efficient and cost
effective across the entire system. (Simchi-Levi et al. 2004)

Chopra and Meindl (2013, pp. 15) have also defined that the objective of every
supply chain should be to maximize the overall value generated. The value is the
difference between what the value of the final products is to the customer and the
cost the supply chain incurs in filling the customer’s request. This is also known
as supply chain surplus. Supply chain profitability is the difference between the
revenue generated from the customer and the overall cost across the supply chain.

Design of each supply chain depends on both customer’s needs and the roles
played by the stages that are involved (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp. 15). Hugos
(2011) explained that companies in any supply chain must make decisions
individually and collectively regarding their actions in five areas:

1. Production - What products does the market want? And how much of
which products should be produced and by when?
2. Inventory - What inventory should be stocked at each stage in a supply
chain?
3. Location - Where should facilities for production and inventory be
location?
4. Transportation - How should inventory be moved from one supply chain
location to another?
5. Information - How much data should be collected and how much
information should be shared?

Chopra and Meindl (2013, pp. 18) explained that each decision should be made to
raise the supply chain surplus. It is possible to separate these decisions to three
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phases or levels, depending on the frequency of each decision and the time frame
during which a decision phase has an impact. These levels are strategic level,
tactical level and operational level.

During the strategic level phase the company decides how to structure the supply
chain over the next several years. Time frame for tactical level planning is a
quarter to a year. In this phase planning and decisions are related to for example
inventory policies, timing and size of marketing and price promotions. In
Operational level the goal of the supply chain is to handle incoming customer
orders. At this phase supply chain configuration is fixed and planning policies are
already defined. (Chopra and Meindl 2013, pp. 18 - 19)

Challenges that are related to supply chain management can all be related to one
or both of the following observation: Global optimization or managing
uncertainty. Optimizing supply chain so that total system wide costs are
minimized and system wide service levels are maintained is very challenging.
Uncertainly in supply chain is related to demand fluctuation, forecast accuracy,
travel times and machine breakdowns. It is not possible to eliminate uncertainty
entirely from supply chain but it needs to be designed to reduce uncertainty as
much as possible to deal effectively with the uncertainty that remains. (SimchiLevi et al. 2004)

2.2

Supply chain strategies

Growing strategic importance of supply chain management has increased the need
for companies to more clearly understand the links among products and supply
chain structure, processes and activities. Chopra and Meindl (2013, pp. 31 - 32)
explain that the company needs to achieve strategic fit between a company’s
competitive strategy and supply chain strategy. In brief, competitive strategy
defines the set of customer needs that the company seeks to satisfy through its
products and services. Supply chain strategy specifies the broad structure of the
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supply chain including design decisions regarding inventory, transportation,
operating facilities and information flows.

Chopra and Meindl (2013, pp. 34) defined three basic steps to achieve strategic fit
between supply chain and competitive strategies:

1. Understanding the customer and supply chain uncertainty - First step
is to understand customer needs for each targeted segment and the
uncertainty these needs impose on the supply chain. These needs and
uncertainty helps company to define the desired cost and service
requirements and identify the extent of the unpredictability of demand that
the supply chain must be prepared for.

2. Understanding the supply chain capabilities - Second, a company must
understand what its supply chain is designed to do well.

3. Achieving strategic fit - Last steps is to check if there is a mismatch
between what the supply chain does particularly well and the desired
customer needs. The company can either restructure the supply chain to
support the competitive strategy or alter its competitive strategy.

Several authors have proposed alternative frameworks for the strategic alignment
of products with specific types of supply chains. One of the most often cited
frameworks was proposed by Fisher (1997) who separated products into either
functional

or

innovative

categories.

Functional

products

are

normally

characterized by high and predictable demand, low product variety and low profit
margins. Innovative products are totally opposite with unpredictable demand,
short life cycle and high profit margins.

Fisher suggested that supply chain for innovative products should focus on market
responsiveness i.e. supply chain should respond quickly to unpredictable demand
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in order to minimize stock outs, forced markdowns and obsolete inventory.
Responsive supply chain should focus on to deploy excess buffer production
capacity and invest aggressively in ways to reduce lead times. It is also possible
to increase supply chain responsiveness by deploying significant buffer stock of
parts or finished goods and using modular product design in order to postpone
product differentiation for as long as possible.

Supply chain for functional products in contrast should focus on operational
efficiency and supply predictable demand efficiently at lowest possible cost.
Efficient supply chain should maintain high average production utilization rate,
generate high inventory turns and shorten lead time as longs as it doesn’t increase
cost. Fisher’s high level product - supply chain framework is illustrated in figure
3.

Figure 3. Fisher’s product - supply chain matrix.

Lee (2002) expanded Fisher’s framework by adding supply uncertainties in his
proposed framework. Lee explained that the supply process can be either stable or
evolving for both functional and innovative products. In stable supply process the
manufacturing process and technology are mature and the supply base is well
established. In contrast, an evolving supply process is unstable. Manufacturing
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processes and technologies are still under early development and are rapidly
changing or supply base may not be reliable.

Lee (2002) suggests four different types of supply chain strategies in his
framework:

1. Efficient supply chain - This strategy is appropriate for functional
products with stable supply process such as non-perishable food products,
oil and gas.

2. Risk-Hedging supply chain - In this strategy idea is to pool and share
resources in a supply chain so that the risks in supply disruption can also
be shared. This approach is appropriate for functional products with
unstable supply process.

3. Responsive supply chain - This strategy is appropriate for innovative
products with stable supply processes such as computers and fashion
apparel. Companies can use build-to-order and mass customization
processes to be responsive and flexible to the changing and diverse needs
of the customers.

4. Agile supply chain - This strategy is appropriate for innovative products
with unstable supply chain such as products that are using new
technologies. Supply chain aimed to be responsive and flexible while the
risks of supply shortages or distributions are hedged by pooling inventory
or other capacity resources.

Fisher’s and Lee’s supply chain focused frameworks are mainly concentrating to
achieve strategic alignment of products with specific types of supply chains based
on their demand and supply characteristics. Stavrlulaki and Davis (2010) have
tried to provide more complete framework by aligning the four supply chain
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steering types with product characteristics and their corresponding manufacturing
and logistics process.

Stavrlulaki and Davis (2010) have added Design-To-Order (DTO), Make-ToOrder (MTO), Assembly-To-Order (ATO) and Make-To-Stock (MTO) supply
chain steering types for framework which should help companies to select correct
supply chain strategy for each product. Framework basically suggests that low
cost product with stable demand, short lead times and high volumes should use
efficient production and logistics processes and Make-to-Stock steering model to
achieve best results as seen in figure 4. Production and logistic processes for
products with unstable demand, unique design and high margins should be
flexible with Design-To-Order or Make-to-Order steering models.

Figure 4. Framework for supply chain strategy work. (Stavrlulaki and Davis 2012,
pp. 143)
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2.3

Supply chain network design phases

The main goal in a supply chain network design project is to maximize the firm’s
profits and at the same time satisfy customer needs in terms of demand and
responsiveness. All network design decisions affect one another and network
design decisions have major impact on firm’s performance because these
decisions determines the supply chain configuration and set constraints for other
supply chain drivers that can be used either to decrease supply chain cost or to
increase responsiveness. (Chopra and Meindl 2013, pp. 120 - 126)

Supply chain network design decision can be classified as follows (Chopra and
Meindl 2013, pp. 120):

1. Facility role - These decisions are significant because they determine the
amount of flexibility the supply chain has in changing the way it meets
demand.

2. Facility location - Location decisions have a long-term impact on a
supply chain performance because it is very expensive to shut down the
location or move it to different location.

3. Capacity allocation - Capacity allocation can be modified more easily
than location but anyway capacity decisions tend to stay in place for
several years.

4. Market and supply allocation - The allocation of supply source and
markets to facilities affects total production, inventory and transportation
cost incurred by the supply chain to satisfy customer demand and therefore
has a significant impact to supply chain performance.

Chopra and Meindl (2013, pp. 126 - 127) have split the global network design
decisions for four phases as shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5. Decision phases in global network design. (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp.
127)

In phase I the goal is to define a firm’s broad supply chain design which includes
the stages in the supply chain and whether each supply chain function will be
performed in-house or outsourced. Phase I decisions are based on the firm’s
supply chain strategy which specifies what capabilities the supply chain network
must have to support the firm’s competitive strategy. (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp.
126 - 127)

In phase II the target is to identify region where facilities will be located, number
of facilities in the network, facilities roles and approximate capacity for each
facility. First step is the analysis of demand forecast by country and region.
Second it is important to understand different risk associated with regional
markets. In phase it is also important to identify regional tariffs and tax incentives
and possible export and import restrictions for each market. (Chopra & Meindl
2013, pp. 127 - 128)
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In phase III the target is to select a set of desirable potential sites within each
region where facilities are to be located. Selection should be based on an analysis
of infrastructure availability to support the desired production methodologies. In
phase IV the target is to select precise location and capacity allocation for each
facility. (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp. 128)

2.4 The importance of geography in supply chain network
design
Geographic supply chain network design decisions are normally very closely
linked to company’s business strategy decisions. For example, in this case study
company’s main manufacturing plants and regional DC are in Finland but in the
future one of the main sales areas is Asia. Company needs to physically get the
products out of Finland to Asia and create distribution network that meets the
customers’ requirements.

Watson et al. (2012, pp. 5 - 6) explained that decisions about the location of the
company’s manufacturing and warehouse locations impacts in many ways for the
business and requires company to make trade-offs. Geography drives the
following:



Transportation cost - The location of the facilities determines the
distance to move products from manufacturing source to final destination.
Distance directly impacts the cost of transportation. Different locations
may have different transportation rates too. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 5 - 6)



Service level - The location of distribution centers impacts the time it
takes to get products to customer. For some products it is also possible to
use overnight air freights but it usually affects the transportation cost
significantly. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 5 - 6)
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Risk - The number and location of company’s facilities impacts risk. For
example if there is only one manufacturing plant for critical products a fire
or flood can shut down the operations. It is also possible that facility will
be shut down for political reasons. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 5 - 6)



Labor, skills, materials & utilities - The location of the facilities is
determining labor, materials and utilities cost level and ability to find
needed skills. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 5 - 6)



Taxes - It is very important to consider the tax implications of different
production location options and shipping products to and from company’s
locations. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 5 - 6)



Carbon emissions - It is possible to reduce carbon emissions for example
by locating facilities close to customers which normally reduces
transportation costs at same time. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 5 - 6)

2.5

Service level requirements in supply chain network design

Service level can mean many different things in supply chain modeling and
management. Normal measures for service level are for example products
availability, fill rate and late orders. Anyhow these service level measures might
be very relevant and important for business but not directly relevant to network
design. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 64 - 65)

Watson et al. (2012, pp. 64 - 65) explained that the best way to think about
network design is that it gives the opportunity to meet company’s service
promises. For example if company wants to be within one day of their customers,
they need to consider their facility locations in terms of one or both of the below
service level definitions:
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Minimize the average distance - In this approach, for a given number of
delivering locations, a company wants to minimize the distance and thus
increase the ability to serve as many customers as fast as possible.
(Watson et al. 2012, pp. 64 - 65)



Maximize the percentage of customers within a certain distance Another approach is to consider that demand won’t change within a
certain range of times. For example demand won’t drop off if it is possible
to delivery within one day. So the idea is to locate facilities in way that
the most potential and important customers are reach within one day rather
than minimizing the overall distance to the customer. (Watson et al. 2012,
pp. 64 - 65)

2.6

Distribution network costs

To plan an efficient supply chain structure, it is necessary to understand different
distribution cost and how they vary with respect to the different site alternatives.
Rushton et al. (2014, pp. 128 - 134) listed the following cost components:



Storage and warehouse cost - The major cost breakdown is between
building, building services, labor, equipment and management. In simple
term, as number of DCs in distribution network increase, then the total
storage cost will also increase.



Road transport cost - The two most important categories of transport
cost are line-haul costs from production point to DC and final delivery
costs from DC to customer. The number of sites affects the cost
significantly and adding distribution centers to network will decrease total
delivery cost but the downside of that is increased line-haul cost.
Normally the overall effect of combining the two transport cost is that the
total transportation cost will reduce, the greater the number of sites that
there are in the network system.
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Inventory holding cost - The key cost can be broken down into four main
areas: Capital cost, Service cost and risk cost. Capital cost is the financial
charge which is for example the current cost of capital to a company.
Service costs are related to stock management and insurance. Risk costs
occur for example through pilferage, damage and stock obsolescence.



Information system cost - These costs may represent a variety of
information or communication requirements from voice picking to print
assembly list.

Total cost effect of using a different number of sites can be explained by a graph
as seen in figure 6 which can be used for DCs location planning. The solid line on
the graph shows the total logistics cost in relation to the different number of DCs
in the network. For example in figure 6 the least expensive total logistic cost
occurs at around 4 to 5 number of DCs. (Rushton et al. 2014, pp. 133 - 134)

Figure 6. The relationship between total and functional cost based on the number
of DCs in supply chain network. (Rushton et al. 2014, pp. 134)
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The fundamental trade-off that a company faces when making the DC and
inventory level decisions is between responsiveness and efficiency. Increasing
number of DCs and inventory levels normally makes the supply chain more
responsive to customer. Increasing inventory levels also reduce production cost
because of improved economies of scale. Downside of this is of course increased
inventory holding cost. (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp. 59)

2.7

The role of inventories

There are number of reasons why inventories are needed in supply chain but in
practice inventories exist in supply chain because of a mismatch between supply
and demand. Muller (2003, pp. 3 - 4) explained that the most common reasons
for obtaining and holding inventories are:



Uncertainty in demand and supply - Buffer inventories are need to
provide good customer service levels.



Price protection - buying at appropriate times helps to avoid the impact
of cost inflation.



Quantity discounts - Bulk discounts are normally available due to fact
that long production runs reduce production cost by minimizing machine
set-up and changeover times.



Lower ordering costs - Ordering larger quantities of an item less
frequently is reducing ordering cost than buying smaller quantities over
and over again for example by allowing full vehicle loads to be used.

In addition to different inventory reasons there are also number of different types
of DC and warehouse. Watson et al. (2012, pp. 8 - 9) listed the following different
types:
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Plant-attached warehouse - Almost all plants have some sort of product
warehouse as part of their operations.



Distribution center (DC) - A warehouse where product is stored and
from which customer orders are fulfilled. Normally distribution centers are
“mixing” products from many locations so that customers can place and
receive an order from a single location.



Cross-dock - These do not hold stock, but act as intermediate points in
distribution operation for the transfer of goods and picked order to
customer



Hub warehouse or central warehouse - Normally this refers to a
warehouse that consolidates products to be shipped to other warehouse in
the system before moving to the customer. The other warehouses in the
network are then called spokes or satellite warehouses.

Inventory decisions allow a supply chain to range from being very low cost to
very responsive. For example centralized inventory in raw material form allow a
supply chain to lower cost but at the expense of responsiveness. On the other hand
large amounts of finished goods inventory close the customer allow a supply
chain to be responsive but at a high cost. The goal of supply chain design is to
find right inventory setup that provides the right level of responsiveness at the
lowest possible cost. (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp. 59)

2.8

Transportation

Transportation is often the most important cost in a network design study. For
example Ojala et al. (2007, pp. 38) introduced in LogOnBaltic logistic study that
transportation costs are 4 - 6 percentage of manufacturing companies’ turnover in
Baltic sea area.
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A change in the number and location of manufacturing and warehouse facilities
normally impacts transportation cost more than any other cost in the supply chain.
In practice, many warehouse location studies consider only transportation costs
with service-level requirements. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 99)

Rushton et al. (2014, pp. 370 - 381) introduces the key elements and process for
selecting suitable mode of transportation. Introduced approach is split into four
key stages covering operational factors, transport mode characteristics,
consignment factors and cost and service requirements. Overall process is
summarized in figure 6.

Figure 6. Process for selecting suitable mode of transportation. (Rushton et al.
2014, pp. 370)

Operational factors can be categorized to external factors, customer
characteristics, physical product characteristics and other logistics components.
The different transport mode characteristics need to be understood because
some transport modes are more suitable to certain types of operational
requirements than are other. Consignment factors need to be addressed too
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because for example an urgent order should be moved via a fast transport mode.
Last step is to consider trade-off between cost and service requirements.
(Rushton et al. 2014, pp. 370 - 381)

In supply chain network study it is also important to understand different modes
of transportation and how the rates are typically provided. Watson et al. (2012, pp.
104 - 107) listed the following modes of transportation:



Full truckload (FTL) - In this mode a company is hiring an entire truck
to drive from one location to another and transit time for full truckload is
normally easily predicted. These rates are typically based on the flat rates
from one point to another or a cost per kilometer.



Less-than-truckload (LTL) - In this mode trucking company picks up
the firm’s small load on the route with other firms’ pickups and deliveries.
After first pick up the load rides through multiple hubs, where it is placed
on different trucks with loads having similar geographic destination and
eventually the load will be delivered from a final hub to customer
location. Normally the rates are based on the source, destination, distance
weight or volume of shipment, number of pallet and shipment class.



Parcel - Parcel delivery is lot like LTL but shipment size is even smaller.
Deliveries are charged based on the source, destination and package
weight. Normally there are many service options available that gives
control over the shipping time. Overnight deliveries are handled through
more expensive air network and economic deliveries through ground
network.



Ocean - Ocean mode is similar to truckload but products are moved by
using sea containers across the ocean between port cities. Typically it is
possible to choose between Full-container-load (FCL) and Less-than-
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container-load (LCL) and cost can be from port to port or from door to
door. FCL are usually quoted as the cost of single container from one
location to another. LCL rates are based on the weight and start and end
locations.



Rail - Rail transport moves product from one train station to another. Like
ocean transport, these rates can be between two train stations or door to
door. The biggest rail shippers have rail lines directly to their plants or
warehouses.



Intermodal - Intermodal transport combines truckload and rail transit.
Shipments are originally loaded onto truck but then transferred to flatbed
rail car for a portion of the journey and then again transferred back to a
truck for the final shipment. Intermodal costs normally falls in between
rail and full truckload transport cost and it can be very economical for
cross-continent moves.



Multistop - This transportation mode is like the full truckload, but it
involves several stops. In this mode a firm has several shipments to
deliver bur the shipments are not large enough to use full TL for each
destination. A truck picks up a load at one facility and then makes
deliveries to several destinations. The rates are usually expressed in terms
of a cost per kilometer with stop-off charge.

2.9

Carbon footprint

Growing concerns for issues such as global warming, limitation of resources and
consumer health have increased the pressure for companies to add sustainability
into their strategies (Dey et al. 2011, pp. 1253). IPCC 4th assessment report (2007,
pp. 39) finds that the most of the observed increases in global average
temperatures over the last 50 years is very likely due to the increase in man-made
greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations. The biggest contributor to GHG emissions
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is energy use to generate electricity, transport goods and run industrial processes
(Boone et al. 2012, pp. 9).

According to International Transport Forum’s report (2010, pp. 7) carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions covers 76 % of world GHG emissions in 2005. Transport sector
was responsible for 23 % of world CO2 emissions from fuel combustion and
approximately 15 % of all greenhouse gas emissions. Global CO2 emissions from
transport are expected to continue to grow approximately 40 % from 2007 to
2030.

McKinnon (2008, pp. 9 - 17) listed the following options for cutting CO2
emissions from freight transport:



Reducing the demand for freight movement - This is possible by
reducing the number of separate journeys that a product makes in
travelling raw material source to final point of sales. Second option is to
reduce average length of haul.



Shifting freight movements to less carbon-intensive transport modes This means for example shifting from air and road modes to rail and
water-borne services.



Improving the utilization of vehicle capacity - This will reduce energy
consumption and CO2 emissions.



Raising the energy efficiency of road freight transport operations This means improvements to vehicle design, vehicle maintenance, driver
performance and delivery scheduling.
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Calculation methods for CO2 emissions from freight transport operations can be
split into two approaches: One based on energy consumption and the other on the
level of transport activity. (McKinnon & Piecyk 2011, pp. 5 - 6)

Energy-based approach
The most accurate way of calculating CO2 emissions is to record energy use and
employ standard emission factors to calculate values into CO2 as in formula (1).
Typical unit of energy for example trucks is liters of fuel and kilowatt hours for
electrified trail. (McKinnon & Piecyk 2011, pp. 5)

CO2 emissions = fuel consumption * fuel emission conversion factor

(1)

Activity-based approach
If energy data is not availably it is possible to make a rough estimate of the CO2
emissions by applying a simple formula (2):

CO2 emissions = tones transported * average distance travelled *

(2)

CO2 emission factor per tonne-km
Company records and ERP system can provide the needed data on tonnage moved
and the estimates of average length of haul for road movements. More difficult
issue is the choice of carbon emission factor for each transportation mode due fact
that factor is very sensitive for power source and vehicle loading assumptions.
(McKinnon & Piecyk 2011, pp. 6)

Emission factors for different forms of transportation have been developed in
numerous studies sponsored by European commission and national governments.
These studies can be split into two approaches: Those which have gathered the
fuel consumption data in laboratory conditions and those based on the real fuel
consumption in normal operation. (McKinnon & Piecyk 2011, pp. 13)
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One of the emission factors studies is STREAM (Study on Transport Emissions of
all models) made by CE Delft. Emission data and average utilization of different
modes have been gathered from different European sources available that are
based on the real world measurements. (Boer et al. 2011, pp. 7)

CO2 emission factor averages by vehicle type in 2009 from STREAM study are
shown is table 1. Emission factors in the table are so-called Tank-to-Wheel
(TTW) factors, which relates to the emission of the vehicle, excluding fuel
production.

Table 1: CO2 emissions factors from STREAM study (Boer et al. 2011, pp. 46 53)
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3

DESIGNING DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

In this chapter target is to understand main distribution network design principles,
methods and tools that can be used during the project. Chapter stars from the main
factors that need to be taken into account during distribution network project and
identifies the main distribution network design options. After that different design
models, sensitivity analysis principles, baseline and aggregation rules have been
introduced to provide needed tools for distribution network project.

3.1

Factors influencing distribution network design

It is possible to identify wide variety of factors that influence distribution network
design decisions in supply chain. Ideally at least the following factors should be
taken into account during network design project:
Strategic factors - A company’s competitive strategy has a significant impact on
network design decisions. For example the company that focus on responsiveness
may locate facilities closer to the market and select high-cost locations to react
quickly to changing demand. (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp. 121 - 122)

Macroeconomic factors - Macroeconomic factors includes tariffs, taxes,
exchange rates and shipping cost that are not internal to an individual firm. For
example developing countries often create free trade zones in which duties and
tariffs are relaxed as long as production is used primarily for export. (Chopra &
Meindl 2013, pp. 122 - 123)

Political factors - Political risk is hard to quantify but normally companies prefer
to locate facilities in politically stable countries where the rules of commerce and
ownership are well defined. (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp. 124)

Infrastructure factors - Main infrastructure elements that should be taken into
account during network design are availability of labor and sites, proximity to
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transportation terminals, rail services, highway access, congestions and local
utilities. (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp. 124)

Logistics and facility costs - Logistics and facility cost increases as the number
of facilities in the supply chain increases. In contrast transportation cost decrease
as the number of facilities increases until the point at which inbound economies of
scale are lost. A company may increase the number of facilities beyond the point
that is minimizing the total logistics costs to improve the response time to its
customers. This is acceptable decision if the revenue increase from improved
response outweighs the increase cost from additional facilities. (Chopra & Meindl
2013, pp. 126)

3.2

Distribution network design options

There are several alternative distribution network options available that can be
considered during this project. Four common distribution layouts are shown in
figure 7.

Figure 7. Four different distribution network options (Friedli et al. 2013, pp. 57)
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In direct supply model each factory delivers directly to its customers and all
inventories are located in factory’s premises. Another option is to use central
distribution center (DC) between factories and customers. In this model factories
and vendors supply products first to central warehouse. Customer’s orders are
combined in the central warehouse and supplied from there. Third option is to
locate several distribution centers close to customers which help to shorten the
lead times to customers. Last option in the picture is the layout which links the
central distribution center and satellite DCs. Satellite DCs are fulfilled from
central distribution center and customer orders are supplied from the satellite DCs.
(Friedli et al. 2013, pp. 57)

One option that can be considered during the project is some kind of variation of
Hub and spoke system. A typical Hub and spoke configuration is based on the
multiple hubs that are linked together. In this model satellite DCs (called spokes)
are connected to one hub terminal as seen in figure 8 and normally there is
consistent flow in both directions between hub and spoke. (Lumsden et al. 1998,
pp. 51)

Figure 8. Multiple terminal Hub and Spoke configuration.
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3.3

Design models for facility location and capacity allocation

As mention earlier the main goal in the network design project should be to
maximize the overall profitability of the supply chain while providing customers
with the appropriate responsiveness. It is needed to consider many trade-offs
during network design process and for example building many facilities to serve
local markets reduces transportation cost and provides a fast response time, but at
the same time it increases the facility and inventory costs incurred by the
company. (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp. 128)

Chopra and Meindl (2013, pp. 128) identifies that the company needs to use
network design models in two situations:

1. Facility location and capacity allocation decisions - These decisions are
taken into account a time horizon over which locations and capacities will
not be altered.

2. Identify transportation lanes by assigning current demand to the
available facilities - These decisions should be considered at least on an
annual basis as demand, prices, exchange rates and tariffs change.

Ideally the following information should be available during network design
process: (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp. 129)



Location of supply sources and markets



Location of potential facility sites



Demand forecast by market



Facility, labor and material cost by site



Transportation cost between each pair of sites



Inventory cost by site and as a function of quantity



Sales price of product in different regions



Taxes and tariffs
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Desired response time and other service factors

Picket (2013, pp. 39) has categorized the different network models as follows:



A gravity location models - These models calculates the weighted center
of customer demand by using map coordinates and customer volume
(Picket 2013, pp. 39). If the optimization allows multiple sites and
objective is to minimize the weighted-average distance, the optimization
locates the facilities close the demand (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 60). These
models assumes that transportation cost are proportional to distance but
ignores factors like capacity constraints, service requirements and
differences in transportation and facility processing cost (Picket 2013, pp.
39).



Optimization models - These models can be more complex with prices to
match. Normally models are linear or mixed-integer programs that
determine an “optimal” distribution network based on the data,
assumptions and parameters provided. Optimization models are dependent
on the quality of the data and parameters and experience of the individual
performing the modeling analysis because any changes in assumptions,
data and parameters cause the model to yield a different result. (Picket
2013, pp. 39)



Simulation models - Simulation models are even more complex that
optimization models which start the set of data and gives a single answer.
A simulation model instead will start with a single scenario and examine
the impact on the scenario of a variety of kinds of data sets, over time.
These models are very useful to understand the impact of supply or
demand variability, network constraints and bottlenecks on the efficient
operation of the network. (Picket 2013, pp. 39)
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Network optimization models are useful during regional configuration phase. At
this phase idea is to consider regional demand, tariffs, economies of scale and
aggregate factor costs to decide the regions where facilities are to be located.
Gravity models are more useful after regional configuration phase to identify
potential facility location in each region. (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp. 129 - 133)

Locating distribution centers is a classic application of mixed-integer
programming. In mixed-integer programming integer variables are constrained to
take on nonnegative integer values and continuous variables are constrained to
take on any nonnegative values. The most frequently occurring integer variables
are 0 - 1 which are constrained to take on values 0 or 1. Zero-one variables are
employed in different ways and for example they are used to model fixed costs,
economies of scale, routing decisions and location of investment options. (Shapiro
2007, pp. 117)

The next capacitated network optimization model focuses on minimizing the cost
of meeting the demand. In this simplified model it is assumed that all demand
must be met and taxes on earnings are ignored. The model requires the following
parameters: (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp. 130)

n = number of potential facility locations
m = number of demand points
Dj = annual demand from market j
Ki = potential capacity of facility i
fi = annualized fixed cost of keeping facility i open
cij = cost of producing/shipping one unit from facility i to market j
The following decision variables need to be defined:

yi = 1 if plant i is open and 0 otherwise
xij = quantity shipped from plant i to market j
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The capacitated facility location model problem is formulated as the following
mixed-integer program:

𝑛

𝑀𝑖𝑛

𝑛

𝑚

𝑓𝑖 𝑦𝑖 +
𝑖=1

𝑐𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗

(3)

𝑖=1 𝑗 =1

Subject to
𝑛

𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 𝐷𝑗

for 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑚

(4)

𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝐾𝑖 𝑦𝑖 for 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛

(5)

𝑖=0

𝑚

𝑗 =1

𝑦𝑖 ∈ 0, 1

for 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛, 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0

(6)

The function (3) minimizes the total cost of setting up and operating the
distribution network. This is constrained with equations (4), (5) and (6). Equation
(4) means that the demand at each regional market be satisfied. Equation (5)
means that no plant can supply more than its capacity and the equation (6)
enforces that each plant is either open (yi = 1) or closed (yi = 0). (Chopra & Meindl
2013, pp. 130 - 131)

This model basically identifies the plants that are to be kept open, their capacity
and the allocation of regional demand to these plants. One relatively easy-to-use
tool to solve this problem is Solver tool in Excel. (Chopra & Meindl 2013, pp.
131)
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3.4

Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis is needed to test the robustness of the network solution.
Normally network design models may make assumption in areas like future
demand, transportation cost and labor cost. By testing changes in key variables a
modeler is ensuring that an assumption made in one model input is not
dramatically changing the resultant saving and network recommendations within
the solution. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 77)

Watson et al. (2012, pp 77 - 78) proposed that the best approach to make
sensitivity analysis is just to run different what-if scenarios. For example it is
possible to run demand scenarios between 10% and 30% less demand at 5%
intervals or do the same with transportation and labor costs.

3.5

The meaning of the baseline

The goal of the most network design projects is to improve an existing supply
chain. To compare existing supply chain cost and service levels to new network
optimization runs the baseline is needed. The baseline is a model of the existing
network. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 77)

It is possible to divide different baselines to actual baseline and optimized
baseline. Actual baseline is a representation of the current supply chain and how it
operated in the past. Optimized baseline represents the current network and its
locations but it shows the impact if everything happened as defined in the current
business rules. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 78)

3.6

Data aggregation

The mapping of product into product families, customers into markets and
suppliers into suppliers groups is an important first step in network modeling
project (Shapiro 2007, pp. 261). For example instead of modeling every single
product that moves through the supply chain, the network model may contain only
two or three different product groups.
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It is possible to identify few technical and practical reasons why data aggregation
is needed in network modeling project:



Computing power - If all products, vendors and customers are loaded
into the optimization model most likely the normal computer is not
capable to solve the optimization problem in reasonable time due to lack
of memory and calculation power. (Watson 2012, pp. 238)



Data accuracy - Normally the forecast at individual product or site level
is not close to accurate and especially the forecast that is several months or
years out. (Watson 2012, pp. 238)



Cost and time - Obtaining, processing, validating and analyzing data at
very detailed level is not reasonable from the cost and time point of view.
(Watson 2012, pp. 238)



Understanding the big-picture - It can be almost impossible to
understand the influence and interaction between the key data elements if
the network model is working at a detailed level. (Watson 2012, pp. 238)



Decision level - Aggregations are necessary and desirable for executives
to achieve a holistic view of the supply chain. (Shapiro 2007, pp. 261)

Before starting the aggregation of the data it is important to ask few questions
like: What exactly are we looking to solve for? Or what data is available? Or are
there detailed constraints to model? Or how is the transportation rates applied?
These questions help to identify the right aggregation strategies for network
modeling. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 238)

Next list introduces the basic data aggregation strategies for each of the elements
that are normally needed in network modeling project:
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Aggregation of customer - Very common grouping strategy for
customers is geographic strategy. In this method customer are grouped for
example by postal code or regional area. In addition to geographic
strategy it is possible to group customer for example by required service
level, shipping method or type of delivery location. (Watson et al. 2012,
pp. 239 - 242)



Aggregation of product - Products should be aggregated based on the
logistic characteristic and therefore marketing families are often
irrelevant. In practice many models are built with one product family.
Anyhow, during the product aggregation it is needed to consider at least
source of the product, size of the product, different packaging
requirements, production requirements and transportation requirements.
(Watson et al. 2012, pp. 249 - 254)



Aggregation of sites - Normally there are only a limited number of plants
and warehouses in the network model and that’s why it is not needed to
aggregate sites. If vendors are included to model good practice is to group
vendors by geographic proximity or by type. (Watson et al. 2012, pp.
256)



Aggregation of time - A commonly used time-period bucket in network
design model is a year. Within a year it is possible to capture the full
range of demand across seasons and it is natural way of reporting costs
and savings in the terms of annual numbers. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 257)



Aggregation of cost types - Aggregation principles applies to different
cost types too. For example it is possible to use average transportation
rates if there is multiple carriers available for same source and destination
combination. It is also possible to aggregate plant or warehouse cost to
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fewer categories and for example divide the cost only for fixed and
variable costs. (Watson et al. 2012, pp. 258)
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4
FRAMEWORK FOR DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
DESIGN PROJECT
This chapter introduces the framework for distribution network design projects
based on the theory and findings shown in the previous two chapters. Framework
(figure 9) defines the needed project steps and outlines the data and information
that is needed in each phase. This framework is then used in the case project.

Figure 9. Framework for distribution network configuration project.
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The main goal in the distribution configuration project is to find solution that
supports company’s supply chain strategy and competitive strategy. The project
consist of seven different steps that are project scope, data collection, baseline,
alternative network option, network modeling, quantitative & qualitative analysis,
sensitivity analysis and conclusions.

Project scope
First step in the distribution design project is to define project scope. Pickett
(2013, pp. 34) defines that prior to project scope the leadership team agrees an
overall business direction ideally for the following categories:



Sales & Marketing - First step is to understand directions the company is
taking to increase sales. Directions can be for example global expansion,
acquisition or e-commerce. And are there changes in the business logic
that requires changes in product distribution? (Pickett 2013, pp. 34)



Timeline - This means project timeline i.e. what is the desired
recommendation date? (Pickett 2013, pp. 34)



Finance - To get best results it is needed to understand financial targets
and limits. For example how critical is cash flow and impacts to major
investment? (Pickett 2013, pp. 34)



IT - Important step is also to ensure that all needed systems are in place to
give the necessary information to the analysis. (Pickett 2013, pp. 34)



Sensitivity metrics - Metrics that should be taken into account during
sensitivity analysis. This can include for example fuel cost, service time,
planning horizon, capital investment and demand changes. (Pickett 2013,
pp. 34)
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Internal vs. External - Leadership team also needs to decide whether to
perform the project in-house or use on outside resource. (Pickett 2013, pp.
34)

Data collection and baseline
Second step is data collection. In this phase target is to collect all the needed data
for the project and calculations. At least the following information is needed to
carry out proper network calculations:



Sales forecast - Forecast needs to be aggregated to the level that supports
network modeling. As described in previous chapter the normal time
bucket for the analysis is a year and customers are grouped by postal code
or regional are.



Service level requirements - For example it is needed to deliver orders
within one day for all customers.



Facility information - This includes facility locations, current fixed &
variable costs and available capacity of each facility.



Transportation - This includes different transportation modes that are
available and limitations, transit times and transit cost by lanes.

Baseline calculations should be based on the current distribution set-up and
normally it should be possible to gather needed information from current IT
systems. For example it is possible to great a baseline by using last year actual
deliveries and facility costs with comparable prices.
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Develop and model different network options
After the scope and objectives are clear and there is already some data available it
is time to start to develop the supply chain model and different network scenarios.
With supply chain model it is possible to test different ideas, different data sets
and different strategies. By running different scenarios it is possible to see how
changes to one part of the supply chain impact another part. (Watson et al. 2012,
pp. 224)

Overall modeling approach should closely resemble the following steps (Pickett
2013, pp. 38):

1. Validate the existing network = baseline
2. Run alternative network scenarios
3. Summarize cost and service factors by alternative scenarios
4. Perform a sensitivity analysis
5. Determine investment cost associated with each alternative

Analyze distribution scenarios and conclusions
During the analysis phases the target is to analyze results from quantitative and
qualitative perspective. Quantitative analysis basically means economic analysis
that compares the benefits of recommended network plan with the implementation
cost. This requires that all investments and savings associated with each
alternative scenario are determined. Qualitative analysis should looks at risk of
factors such as customer service, cultural considerations, political situation and
infrastructure. (Pickett 2013, pp. 38)

One option to support conclusions and recommendations is to perform decision
matrix analysis. This is useful tool if there is number of alternatives to choose
from, and many different factors to take into account. (Mind Tools)
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Decision Matrix Analysis works by placing available options as rows on a table
and the needed factors as columns. After that idea is to score each option/factor
combination and weight the score by the importance of the factor. Last step is to
add up the scores to give an overall score for each option. Decision matrix
example is show in figure 10. (Mind Tools)

Figure 10. Decision matrix example.
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5
CASE STUDY – MODELING DISTRIBUTION
NETWORK
As already mentioned in the introduction chapter the case company launched a
distribution network concept project to identify market requirements and study
possible distribution network option in Asia. Asia is focus area in company’s
growth strategy and target is to quadruple the sales in Asia before 2020. It is
identified that the supply chain distribution network needs to be re-designed soon
to support selected growth strategy.

Scope for the project was defined by the company’s leadership team before
project team started to work. Scope was to identify market requirements in Asia
and to find the distribution solution that serves all needed distribution channels
and all company’s brands by taking into account latest sales plans, relevant
logistics cost, carbon footprint and company’s overall supply chain structure.

The objective of this thesis it to identify best possible distribution network
structure in Asia to support company’s selected growth strategy in the coming
years. The main research question therefore is: How to optimize case company’s
distribution network in terms of customer needs and costs? Idea is to follow the
framework that was defined in the last chapter and also answer the smaller subquestions in order to find the best distribution network solution for the company.

This chapter follows the defined framework and first step is to collect all needed
data for distribution network calculations and create a baseline to enable
comparison to current distribution network set-up. After that chapter describes all
identified distribution network options and modeling calculations that were
carried out during the project.

5.1

Sales forecast and service level requirements

After the scope was defined for the project, it was time to start data collection.
Most important information that was needed for the calculations was company’s
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sales forecast in Asia. In addition to sales forecast it was important to identify
service level requirements to carry out proper calculations. With Sales forecast
and service level requirements it was possible to start to think different
distribution network options.

Sales plan for years 2014 - 2020 was given only in gross sales values and in
yearly buckets. For that reason it was necessary to create a model to convert gross
sales values to logistic volumes and logistic cost. Logistic cost calculation model
that was used during the data collection is shown in figure 11.

Figure 11. Logistic cost calculation model.

First step was to convert sales plan per country, company’s business area and
sales channel to product cost. This conversion was based on the company’s
current cost/price structure and future assumptions. After that product costs were
converted to logistics volumes by assuming that historical product cost/logistics
volume conversions are applicable also in the coming years. Last step was to
convert logistics volumes to logistics cost by using historical data and cost
estimates from 3PL’s.

High level sales plan for years 2014 - 2020 and conversions to logistics volumes
are shown in table 2. Sales estimates have been converted to products cost and
logistics volumes as described in previous section. Sales and product cost shown
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in the table are not real but figures are relative to the same as the real values.
Logistics volumes reflect the real case.

Table 2. Sales plan conversions to logistics volumes.
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As seen in table 2 Japan is the biggest market in Asia at the moment and it will be
the number one also in 2020. South Korea and Taiwan are second and third at the
moment but company’s sales plan in China is very aggressive and from 2017
onward it should be the second biggest market in Asia. Hong Kong market should
also grow fast and in 2020 and it should be fifth biggest market in Asia. These
five market areas should cover roughly 80 % of business in Asia in 2020.

In product costs and logistics volumes point of view the sales picture is a bit
different. For example Indonesia is bigger market than in Taiwan. By examining
the data more deeply it is possible to find out that the product mix and sales
channels varies a lot from country to country which explains the differences
between different dimensions.

In addition to sales and logistics volumes it was identified that service level
requirements need to be understood per country and per sales channel.
Calculations are based on the assumption that in Japan, South-Korea, Taiwan and
China case company operates with direct-to-retail model. Sales in other Asian
countries is mainly handled via distributors or 3rd party retailer partners and
considered as an export sales. Service level requirements are summarized in next
table (Table 3). The highest service level requirements are in Japan, Taiwan and
South Korea due to chosen business model. In these countries the company wants
to operate mainly via own stores and small shop-in-shops. The warehouse space
in these stores is normally very small which forces to frequent replenishment
orders within short lead time.
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Table 3. Service level requirements in Asia.

Figure 12 shows that about 60 % of the Asian sales will be delivered directly to
stores in 2020 and 21 % of sales will be delivered to Wholesale customers. It
means that 2 - 3 days order-to-delivery lead time is required for most of the
orders.

Figure 12. Asian sales by order-to-delivery lead time requirements and
replenishment frequency.
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5.2

Possible options for distribution network structure

Company’s current satellite DC set-up in Asia is created to support only one
brand and totally there are three satellite DCs located in Japan, South Korea and
Taiwan. In the company’s new business strategy Asian sales region is responsible
for selling all brands and products in the area which means that together with
aggressive growth strategy distribution network needs to be redesigned. Baseline
distribution network was therefore quite difficult to define because in the future
logistic volumes are much higher and sales split between countries will be
different. Anyhow current satellite DCs will be used as the baseline for the
calculations without warehouse capacity limitations.

In addition to sales forecast it is necessary to understand upstream supply chain
and origin countries to calculate best possible distribution structure. In this case
roughly 40 % of Asian demand is produced in Europe and mainly in Finland. 52
% of demand is produced in Thailand, Indonesia, India or Bangladesh and only 8
% of demand is produced in China. Material flows are shown in figure 13. At the
same time roughly 600 containers from Asian suppliers have been delivered to
Europe and mainly to Finland. Based on to these facts it is reasonable to consider
regional DC in Asian that could serve local markets and consolidate shipments
from suppliers to Europe.
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Figure 13. Source of origins.

Based on the previous findings it was identified that the following themes should
guide the solution considerations:


Fragmented source of origins - ~52% of the Asian demand is fulfilled
with the items originated from Thailand + Indonesia, ~40% from Europe
and only ~8% from China / Vietnam / other Asia.



Strict customer service levels - The stocks in shop-in-shops are very
small and needs to be replenished frequently (and within good response
time <48hours).



Different assortments - Japan has the biggest assortment (> 2 500 SKUs)
while China is expected to have only 50% of this (1 000 - 1 500 SKUs) in
the coming years.
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Importance of VAS - Building gift packages is very important business
aspect especially in Japan. Over 60% of Japanese business at the moment
is related to gifts.



Parcel outbound - Outbound deliveries are small size parcels via
courier/road. Web shop is big in Japan and will grow (also in Taiwan and
Korea).

All identified distribution network scenarios are listed in table 4. Project team
identified 11 different scenarios and the baseline scenario is one of the options. It
was agreed to think of a variety of different solutions without thinking the current
distribution structure and limitations.

Table 4. Distribution center scenarios.
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Baseline and option number one are almost identical solutions and the only
difference is that in the first scenario there is one new satellite DC in China.
Satellite DCs would serve only local markets and so called Asian export
customers would be served directly from Europe or suppliers from Thailand. All
products to satellite DCs would be delivered from European regional DCs or
certain vendors from Thailand. In this solution the products that are produced in
China will be first delivered to Europe and then re-distributed back to Asian
markets. It means that door-to-door deliveries takes about 60 - 80 days and duties
are paid twice, first in Finland and then again in Asia.

For those reasons it is reasonable to consider regional DC structure with bonded
warehouse. Bonded warehouse means a warehouse in which dutiable goods are
stored without paying the duties on them. Importer can re-export the goods
without the payment of duty or withdrawn the goods for consumption upon
payment of duty. Depending on the governments roles it is possible to manipulate
goods in bonded warehouse by cleaning, sorting or repacking.

Options from two to four are based on the idea that regional DC should be located
in Japan because it is the biggest market in Asia. In option 2 regional DC would
handle all Asian deliveries which also means that South Korea and Taiwan needs
to be handled by courier model due to strict customer service level. In option
three, addition to regional DC in Japan the satellite DCs are kept open in Taiwan
and South Korea. In option 4 satellite DC is also opened to China to serve local
market.

Options five, six and seven are almost identical to previous ones and only
difference is that the regional DC is located in Hong Kong area. In these options
satellite DCs are only handling deliveries to local markets within the country and
regional DC is handling deliveries to other Asian countries. Same rules apply to
options eight, nine and ten. In those options regional DC is located in China but
satellite DC options are the same.
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5.3

Modeling different scenarios

Distribution network modeling and optimization was started with data collection
and second step was to identify different network options. Third step was to
collect needed logistics information for the different network options to enable
network analysis and optimization. It was needed to understand for example
delivery lead times, costs and different limitations.

Number of different network options was quit high so it was agreed to check lead
time constraints and other limitations before cost optimization. As a result of
constraint analysis it was decided to exclude the options two, three and four
already in this phase. Even if the demand center of gravity is in Japan it was
identified that it is not possible to establish regional DC in Japan due to many
limitations related to bonded warehouse. Pros and cons are listed in next table
(table 5). It was also indentified that the baseline solution is not possible. With
baseline set-up it is not possible to meet the customer service requirements in
China with acceptable cost.

Table 5. RDC in Japan - Pros and Cons.
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Cost optimization was carried out for the rest of the identified network options.
Calculations were based on the capacitated facility location model that was
introduced in chapter 3.3. In this case calculations were made by using Excel tool
called solver. Solver adjusts the values by changing the specified cells to produce
the specified result from the target cell formula. It is also possible to add
constraints to restrict values that Solver can use in the model and the constraints
can refer to other cells that affect the target cell formula.

Figure 14. Cost optimization model – Year 2015.

Example of the cost optimization model that was used for the calculations is
shown in figure 14. In this optimization model solver is minimizing the total cost
that is calculated in cell C28 by changing the demand allocation in cells C17:G21.
Solver was restricted to change only white cells to avoid wrong combination. For
example it is not possible to deliver from South Korea to Taiwan. Fixed costs are
taking into account in cell C28 if the warehouse is marked open in cells H17:H21.
Model is also taking into account the demand constraint that all demand must be
fulfilled. This is calculated in cells C25:G25 and all values needs to be zero to
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meet defined constraint. It is also possible to add capacity constraint to this model
but in this case it was agreed that the capacity is not the real bottleneck because
company would most likely use 3PL services. Results in figure 14 are showing
that in 2015 the local DC structure would be the optimal distribution network
solution in cost point of view.

Cost calculations were carried out in yearly buckets for all years and demand was
consolidated to shipments. Costs were divided to fixed cost and variable cost per
shipment. Costs estimates were created by using company’s history data and first
estimates from different 3PLs.

Different network simulations clearly showed that the most cost efficient
distribution network model for the main markets in every year is local DC
structure. Local DCs should be located in Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and China.
Cost comparison between scenarios one, five and eight is shown in figure 15.
Distribution costs are much higher in RDC models due to fact that the strict
customer service level requirements requires courier transportation model to meet
48 hours lead time limits. On the other hand fixed costs are smaller in RDC
models but that is not enough to catch up the transportation cost gap.

Figure 15. Cost comparison between local DC and RDC models.
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After showing that the RDC model is not cost efficient model to serve main
market in Asia it was identified that the regional distribution center could be still
reasonable solution for two reasons:

1. Prevent routing Asia origin items through Europe back to Asia Deliver Asia origin items to RDC instead of first to DC Finland and then
back to customers in Asia.

2. Serve other Asian countries = Asia export - Support Asia export (=
countries excl. JP, KR, TW, CN) with fast order-to-delivery lead time
capability.

As already shown in figure 13, 60 % of the total Asian demand is produced in
Asia but at the moment part of the demand is first delivered to Finland and then
back to Asia. Door-to-Door takes about 40 - 50 by sea so the total lead time
including only transportation time is almost 100 days. In logistics figures the
volume will grow from 34 TEU to 162 TEU in 2020.

Calculation model that was created to compare costs between current supply chain
model and routing Asia origin items through new Asian RDC is taking into
account freight costs, duty cost and handling cost. Cost comparison is shown in
figure 16. Results shows that from 2017 onwards it makes sense to establish
Asian RDC and in 2020 cost saving would be around 400 - 500 KEUR per year.
Main cost savings are generated by preventing double duty cost and cheaper
storage and labor cost in China. End-to-end lead time is also at least 70 - 80 days
faster which means better responsiveness and less stock in transit.
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Figure 16. Cost comparison between current supply chain model and routing Asia
origin items through Asian RDC.

Sales is expected to grow rapidly in so called Asian export countries between
2014 - 2020 and in 2020 sales should be 18 times bigger than in 2014. Most of the
demand is handled via distributors but roughly 30 % of the demand is delivered
directly to retail (figure 17) which means that the order-to-delivery lead time
requirement is about 2 -3 days for those orders.

Figure 17. Export sales by order-to-delivery lead time requirements and
replenishment frequency.
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Cost comparison in figure 17 shows that RDC for Asian export is economically
justified from 2017 onwards but this applies only if the direct-to-retail concept is
really introduced. Asia RDC would generate extra costs through additional DC
handling point but it is 2 - 3 times cheaper to replenish direct-to-retail deliveries
in a courier model from Asia RDC than delivering from Finland. Cost savings
would be totally around 800 KEUR in 2020.

Figure 18. Cost comparison between current supply chain model and RDC model
for Asian export customers.

5.4

Sensitivity analysis

Different sensitivity analyses were carried out during the calculations.
Robustness of the calculations was mainly checked by increasing different
transportation costs and changing demand between 5 - 20 %. Main outcome is
that the local satellite structure is very robust due to fact that the transportation
costs are so much higher in pure RDC model. Biggest uncertainty is of course
related to sales development and without planned development, the economical
justification to establish RDC in Asia will move forward.
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5.5

Carbon footprint calculations

Rough CO2 emissions estimates were calculated by applying activity-based
approach that was introduced in chapter 2.9. Calculations were based on the kg
estimates, average distances and emission factors. Results are shown in figure 19
and the smallest carbon footprint is made by using local DCs and delivering Asian
export deliveries from Finland by Sea. If the lead time requirement for the export
deliveries is 2 - 3 days then the best option is Asian RDC. Worst distribution
scenario in carbon footprint point of view is to deliver export deliveries within
few days lead times from Finland by air. In that case CO2 emissions can be more
than two times bigger than in option one.

Figure 19. CO2 emissions comparison.

5.6

Preliminary RDC location comparison

Chosen business model in China requires most likely the own satellite DC in
China which cannot be combined with bonded warehouse. It was indentified that
the import declaration to China takes 4 days no matter if the bonded RDC is in
China or Hong Kong (excl. courier). Courier deliveries to mainland China are
possible from Hong Kong but import customs clearance takes at least 2 days.
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As shown in table 6 it seems that the bonded warehouse in Hong Kong is more
flexible than in China. For example in Hong Kong order cut-off times are later,
customs documentations can be in English and vendors can get VAT refund
immediately. On the other hand bonded warehouse in China is much cheaper than
in Hong Kong.

Table 6. RDC location comparison.
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6
COMPARISON OF OPTIONS AND
RECOMMENTATIONS
After calculations it was time to create a simple decision matrix to support
recommendations. Factors for the decision matrix were selected based on the main
research question, sub-questions and other identified criteria.

Totally there were five main factors identified and those were weighted from one
to five. All option/factor combinations were rated from one to three. One point
means that the option meets requirements somehow and 3 points means that the
options meet requirements very well. It was agreed during the network modeling
that the option will be evaluated only if it meets the defined customer service
requirements. All the scores are shown in table 7.

Table 7. Decision matrix.
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First finding was that the options two, three and four do not meet the customer
service requirements due to many limitations related to bonded warehouse.
Bonded warehouse costs were also very high in Japan. At the same time it was
understood that the baseline solution does not meet the customer service level
requirements in China because in the future most of the customer orders will be
delivered within very short lead times. Due to those reason it was agreed to drop
out options two, three and four already in the early phase of the project.

As seen in the decision matrix the best solution for the future distribution network
structure is option number seven with regional DC in Hong Kong and satellite
DCs in Japan, Taiwan, South Korea and China. It seems that in Hong Kong
regional DC is easier to handle and it is more flexible for example in terms of later
cut-off times and shorten order-to-delivery lead times. Warehousing cost are
higher in Hong Kong than in China but on the other hand it seems that the courier
transportation costs are smaller from there so taking into account the total cost the
Hong Kong might be a bit cheaper option for regional DC.

Option number one is also a feasible solution if the sales development in export
countries is not that fast as planned. In option one only addition to current set-up
is satellite DC in China. In that case sales orders to export countries would be
handled from Finland by sea or air.

It was also identified that the regional DC set-up might be more complex to
control, at least from the vendor point of view. Regional DC set-up requires that
the deliveries from vendors are divided to different DCs and at the moment supply
planning is made only in regional level without good co-operations between
different regions.

Additional finding was that the shipments consolidation from Chinese vendors to
Europe should be handled via 3PL port consolidation services rather than via
regional bonded warehouse.
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As a short summary, previous results and findings indicate that the new Asian
business strategy and sales plan requires high investments in logistics. Direct-toretail model requires short lead times which mean local presence, higher
inventories and fast courier shipments. On the other hand chosen business model
in Asia means better profit margins which will cover the higher logistics cost.

Recommended roadmap for the Asian distribution network is therefore:

1.

Open satellite DC in China as soon as possible - This is needed to
meet customer service level requirements in China and it is also the
most economical solution at this point.

2. Consider establishing Asian RDC - Depending on the sales and
volume development and business model decisions in export countries.

3. Consider port consolidation in China - Shipment consolidation from
Chinese vendors to Europe in regional DC is not a feasible solution
and most likely the best solution is to use 3PL’s port consolidation for
LCL deliveries.
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7

SUMMARY

Supply chain network can significantly support expansion into the new markets,
enhance the customer experience, improve margins and reduce operating costs.
Together with increasing customer expectations, rising costs and more intense
competitive pressures companies have understood that the supply chain networks
need to be frequently re-evaluated.

Case company is trying to increase sales and expand into the new markets in Asia.
Therefore company decided to launch a distribution network concept project to
identify markets requirements and study possible network options in Asia. This
Master’s Thesis was part of the concept project and the objective of the thesis was
to examine distribution network designs and modeling practices and create a
framework to identify best possible distribution network structure for the case
company.

Theory chapters introduced the basic building blocks of the distribution network
design and needed calculation methods and models. Framework for the
distribution network projects was created based on the theory.

Case study was carried out by following the defined framework. Distribution
network calculations were based on the company’s sales plan for the years 2014 2020 and analysis was taking into account customer service requirements,
logistics limitations and carbon emissions.

Main conclusions and recommendations were that the new Asian business
strategy requires high investments in logistics and the first step is to open new
satellite DC in China as soon as possible to support sales in China. Second step is
to open regional DC with bonded warehouse in China or Hong Kong to support
sales in other Asian countries but decision should be made based on the sales and
volume development and business model decisions within next 2 - 4 years.
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